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THE DESIGN OK THE ZERO GRADIENT SYNCHROTRON BOOSTER II KING MAGNET

M. II. Foss, K. Thom;>ion, R. J. Lar:, J. Simpson
Argonne National Laboratory

Argonne, Illinois

Int roduct ion

Tiic booster program was undertaken at the Argonne
National Laboratory Zero Gradient Synchrotron (ZGS)
to increase the 7.G.S beam intensity. By using the
transplanted Cornell University L. 2 GeV synchrotron
as Booster I, it has been shown at the ZGS that more
than one hundred turns "i H" ionn can be injected and
Htripped to II in a booster ring. In Booster II, this
intense beam can be accelerated to 500 MeV. Several
pulais from the booster, which can run at 60 Hz,
will make one ZGS pulse. The Booster II ring magnet
is now under construction.

The ring has six periods. Each period contains an
FDF triplet and a D singlel. The dimensions, gradi-
ents and field strengths are given in Table I. The
lattice parameters, to which the booster magnet must
conform, are discussed in a separate paper.

Table I

Magnet Parameters
- 1 ,

Length (in)

Straight section
Defocusing magnet
Straight section
Triplet

Focusing magnet
Defocus. magnet
Focusing magnet

54

26.
76

34.
5 4 .

36.
Radius of central orbit 145
G a p

height at cent, orbit
useful width at inj.
pole tip width

Central magnetic field
extraction
injection

2.
4
7.

9.

151

45H
724
510

-16

6

9 kG

8 kG

Bo 6B/

- 0 .

0.
- 0 .

0.

dR (per in)

081,2

0811
0812
0811

Ideal Field

It is ;>.b»urned that the desired midplane field is

B = 0; B - B + B R
o 1

where R is the radius from the center of curvature of
the magnet, and B^ the desired gi-adient. This field
is produced by a scalar potential which can be
written2

B
V = - B v + -^ :3y(P.Z+y^1/2+(Ra-2y2)sinh1y/RJ

The field given by the above equation differs from the
field in an infinitely long straight magnet with the
same midplane field by a few gauss in 10,000, 1 in.
off of the midplane. Nevertheless, the field of a
straight magnet is used for reference when field
e r ro r s are dicussed.
*Work supported by U.S. Energy Res. and Dev. Admin.

Pole Tip Design

The field produced by a pole tip ahape was calcu-
lated with the TRIM3 magnet program. Initial runs
with TRIM showe.'l 1 % effects due to the curvature
of the magnet. It turned out that these effects
were generated in the "edit" subroutine of the pro-
gram, i. e. , the calculation of the field from the vec-
tor potentials. A new edit was written, and it now
appears that the effects of curvature are small. The
results presented here were obtained using cylindrical
geometry. The new "edit" includes the calculation of
error fields, i. e. , the difference between the calcu-
lated fields and those of an ideal straight magnet. This
is the source for Figs. 1, 3, and 5.

Since the field must be good at injection, the pole
tip shape was determined using infinite permeable
steel. As a check on the high field performance, the
"edit" also calculated the average flux density between
any two mesh points on the steel surface. Saturation,
in the steel with a packing factor of 0. 95, was limited
by keeping the average flux density, between mesh
points on the steel surface, below 16, 500 G when the
the central field was 10, 000 G.

The shape for the central region of the pole was
calculated using the field required for the focusing
magnets in the equations presented above. To simplify
specification and construction, the outer regions of
the pole tip surface are composed of tangent circles
and straight lines. Shapes were inputted to TRIM as a
set of connected straight lines which enclosed the same
amount of steel as the desired curve shape. For manu-
facturing purposes, the pole surface consists of
straight lines except for the circular arcs near the
edges.

The pole tip shape v/as determined by cut and try
using the 5, 000 mesh point version of TRIM. To
improve the resolution, all of the available mesh points
were used to design each side of the pole independently.
The er ror fields for the focusing magnet arc shown in
Fig. 1. The field errors for the central 2 in. have
been set equal to zero and the results presented ex-
tend 0. 7 in. from the midplane.

Magnet Steel Design

Focusing Magnets

A mesh was then constructed for the entire upper
half of the focusing magnet. This is shown in Fig. 2.
The results are summarized in Table II for infinite
permeable and M-45 steel. The coil current is the
same for all the rows in the table. This allows useful
comparisons from one row to another, but of course
the rows with infinite permeability must be scaled to
the injection field of about 2, 800 G. In the first row
the higher order odd and even field e r ro rs arc ex-
pressed in gauss per 10, 000 G central field. These



errors are measured at the maximum orbit displace-
ment which is 2 in. from the central orbit at injection.

The original plan was to construct the yoke with a
uniform packing factor of 0. 95. These results are
given in row two of Table II. It was later decided to
construct the magnets with the desired 145 in. radius
by fanning the laminations. That is, the laminations
ire placed in contact at the inner radius of the yoke
and the average space between laminationB ia allowed
to increase with increasing radius. In the focusing
magnets it proved worthwhile to increase the ateel
density near the outer ridius of the pole. This was
done by periodically inserting partial laminations from
a radius of 147. Z in. to thu outside radius of the yoke.
The resulting construction was simplified compared
to a uniform density core and reduces the interlamina-
tion flux. Ths third row of Table II gives the results
for the fanned yoke. Fig. :> shows the field errors for
this yoke and the corresponding flux map is shown in
Fig. 4.

Defocusing Magnets

For simplicity and economy, the same pole tip
shape v/as used for the defocusing magnets as was
used for the focusing magnets. The curvature of the
magnets introduces small differences in the central
field, in the magnitude of the gradient, and in the
errors, as compared to the focusing magnets. This
may be seen by comparing the first and fourth rows of
Table II. The high field results for the uniform (0. 95
packing factoi) yoke and the fanned yoke are given in
rows 5 and 6 of Table II. The fanned construction was
used here also, but no partial laminations were in-
serted on the high field side. The high field errors
are shown in Fig. 5, and the coi responding flux map
is shown in Fig. 6. It is interesting to note, in Figs.
1, 3, and 5, that the edgs errors present with infinite
permeability can also be seen at high field, of course,
on the opposite side in the defo»_^3ing magnet.

Magnet Coil Design

A preliminary roil configuration was developed
concurrent with the magnet steel design. A final coil
was then designed to provide the required 34^70 At
rms. The conductor used was 0. 289 in. 2x0, 161 in. ID
oxygen-free solid copper. It was originally required
that an existing motor generator, 30 Hz power supply
rated at 3000 V maximum, and an existing 5000 A dc
power supply be used to drive the li magnets of the
booster ring connected in series. These power supply
limits necessitated that the coil in each magnet effec-
tively has only seven turns.

4
An interactive computer program was used to es-

tablish the conductor operating parameters for a trip-
let magnet. Considerations of water pressure and
temperature gradient limitations resulted in each con-
ductor carrying no more than 2.1Z A rms. To provide
the ampere turns required, a total of 18 seven-turn
circuits was used which were electrically and hydrau-
lically connected together in parallel. Only two non-
conducting hoses were used in this cic=ign and a single
conductor connected adjacent magnets.

The field calculations assumed equal currcnla in
all conductors in the coil. Sir.co the current1; vary
during operation, the resistances of tne parallel paths
and also the inductances must be closely matched. The
flux plot in Fig. 6 shows that turns located in various
parts of the coil link different amounts of flux. By
connecting turns with low flux linkage to turns with
high values it was possible to provide 18 circuits which
differed by only a tew tenths of a percent. The results
of the final TRIM calculations described above for
both core geometries were used to estimate the flux
linked by each turn. The calculated vector potentials
at the mesh points inside the coil were interpolated at
the center of each conductor. These vector potentials
were then converted to the flux linked by each turn.
These results were summed in various groups of
seven turns and the differences noted.

See Fig. 7 for the final arrangement of the 1̂ 6
turns of conductor in each magnet. Each of the twelve
layers contains three separate conductors. Four
different symbols are used to identify four of the
seven-turn circuits. It can be seen in this figure how
the turns close to the midplane are connected to turns
far from the midplane, and how turns close to the pole
are connected to turns far from the pole. The most
uniform flux linkages for the 18 circuits were obtained
with the layers marked A in Fig. 7 shifted towards the
pole. This resulted in 4% differences in the <ic resist-
ances of the circuits in a singlet magnet. The final
coil geometry shown results in circuits having maxi-
mum differences of about 0. 7% in both the dc resist-
ances and in the flux linkages. This geometry also
facilitates the coil winding and the interconnections.

The differences in flux linkages give rise to dif-
ferences in the impedances for the parallel connected
circuits in each magnet. As a result there are dif-
ferent currents in various parts of the seven-turn coil.
This current is an eddy current in the coil. Estimates
of these eddy currents are 1.4 A and 0. 8 A for each
conductor in a singlet and a triplet magnet. Estimates
were also made of the eddy currents generated with-
in the conductors. This resulted in a power loss of
about 7 kW feir tne Dooster II ring, excluding the coil
ends.

After the ring magnet design was completed, a
decision was made to custom build a power supply for
the Booster II ring. As a result, an increase in the
magnet inductances by a factor of four was required.
This greatly reduces the cost of the power supply,
power distribution network, resonating capacitors,
and low pass filter. This increase in inductance was
easily accomplished by increasing the number of
effective turns for the magnets to 14. Fig. 8 shows
the final electrical and hydraulic connections of the
magnets. The final ceil design contains two segments
of nine parallel-connected, seven-turn conductors.
These two are then connected in series.
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Fij;. 1 Focus ing magnet field e r r o r s lor
the c e n t r a l field is lOuOO G at x - Z.

Fig. 3 Focusing magnet field e r r o r s for finite
p e r m e a b l e s teel with fanned yoke. The c rn t r a l
field is 9705 G at x= 2.

Fig. 5 Defocusing magnet field e r r o r s for finite
p e r m e a b l e s tee l with fanned yoke. The centra l
field is 9713 G at x = 2.
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Fig. E Mesh used by TRIM for the focusing magnet

153. 34 154. 74

Fig. 4 Flux map for the focusing magnets at high
field.

Fig. 6 Flux map for the defocusing magnets at high
field.

Fig. 7 View of inside radius area of the main ring
magnets showing -ill electrical and water
connections.
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Fig. 8 Schematic of coil geometry with the locations
shown for the conductors in four, seven turn,
circuitB.


